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**ABSTRACT:** We present progress toward a first-principles parametrization of the Hamiltonian of the Fenna–Matthews–Olson pigment–protein complex, a molecule that has become key to understanding the role of quantum dynamics in photosynthetic exciton energy transfer. To this end, we have performed fully quantum mechanical calculations on each of the seven bacteriochlorophyll pigments that make up the complex, including a significant proportion of their protein environment (more than 2000 atoms), using linear-scaling density functional theory exploiting a recent development for the computation of excited states. Local pigment transition energies and interpigment coupling between optical transitions have been calculated and are in good agreement with the literature consensus. Comparisons between simulated and experimental optical spectra point toward future work that may help to elucidate important design principles in these nanoscale devices.

**SECTION:** Spectroscopy, Photochemistry, and Excited States

The Fenna–Matthews–Olson (FMO) complex is an important pigment–protein complex (PPC) in the molecular apparatus that drives photosynthesis in green sulfur bacteria.¹–³ Functioning as a linker complex, its role is to funnel electronic excitations (excitons) created by ambient photon absorption in the antenna complexes (chlorosomes) toward the reaction centers, where their excitation energy is used to generate free charges for chemical use. In the low-light environment in which many strains of green sulfur bacteria are found, the internal quantum efficiency of photon-to-electron conversion often approaches 100%, making the mechanisms that drive their photosynthetic apparatus of potential interest for research into organic molecule-based devices for solar energy transduction.⁴–⁶

The FMO complex is rare in being water-soluble and was the first PPC structure to be resolved by X-ray spectroscopy. (The most recent structure has a resolution of 1.3 Å.)⁷ This revealed a relatively simple structure, consisting of a trimeric unit in which each monomer contains just seven bacteriochlorophyll (BChla) molecules. These constitute the optically active pigments (chromophores) of the complex that carry the exciton energy and are bound and coordinated in space by noncovalent interactions with the surrounding protein. The resolved, few-chromophore structure of FMO, together with its readily probeable absorption spectra, make it a very attractive system for theoretical and experimental investigation of the pigment–protein interactions that enable its function (electronic energy transport). As such, pigment–protein structures are generically used across all photosynthetic organisms for photoconversion, and important lessons about the molecular design principles underpinning the efficiency of these nanoscale “devices” can be learned from studying this complex.

As an important example of this, a potentially new functional aspect of PPCs has recently been revealed in ultrafast nonlinear optical experiments on the FMO complex: the coexistence of surprisingly long-lasting (picosecond) quantum coherence with excitonic energy transfer.⁸–¹⁰ This has led to a number of new ideas concerning the role of multipigment delocalized states and their temporal coherences in the efficiency of photosynthetic energy funneling.⁴,⁵,⁸–¹⁴ However, because funneling requires a source of dissipation to relax excitations down through the energy landscape,⁴,³,¹⁵,¹⁶ these excited states are subject to significant external noise, most notably from the vibrational and phonon environment of the surrounding protein and water.⁴,¹⁵,¹⁶ Understanding the preservation of quantum dynamics on picosecond time scales in a strongly dephasing environment is currently a subject of intense activity, with increasing appreciation that PPCs are novel open quantum systems in which a clear separation of system and environment interaction strengths and dynamical time scales is absent.¹²,¹⁵,¹⁷–²⁶

Transport of energy and coherence in these systems requires careful modeling and is qualitatively sensitive to a wide variety of input parameters describing the electronic, optical, and...
dissipative interactions in the PPC Hamiltonian. The key parameters in this respect are the local pigment transition energies in their binding sites (site energies), couplings between optical transitions in the pigments (excitonic couplings), and the spectral density characterizing the dynamic modulation of site energies and exciton couplings by the protein. 3,15 These parameters are chosen or extracted according to a variety of theoretical and experimental methods, 27,28 but the large number of free parameters to be extracted, especially when obtained through fitting to optical spectra, 15,29-31 makes the results highly dependent on assumptions made in the modeling. A seemingly more satisfactory method, namely, the ab initio extraction of parameters from purely structural information, that is, the crystal structure, is computationally difficult due to the large number of pigment and protein atoms that interact and contribute to the optical properties. 31,32 Up to now, it has been assumed that to make the problem computationally tractable it is necessary to approximate some, or all, of the PPC by classical, atom-centered point charges. 16,24,31,33 Important issues that arise from such an approach, however, are that mean field charges may not accurately represent the electrostatic environment of the pigment 34 and, in the case of QM/MM simulations, neglect of Pauli repulsion between the pigment and surrounding point charges may lead to distortion of the electronic wave function (the so-called electron leakage problem 27,35). Ideally, to avoid ambiguity in the choice of classical atomic charges and associated problems with electron leakage and neglect of electronic polarization, a first-principles approach to the determination of the FMO Hamiltonian would be employed, with every atom treated with the same quantum-mechanical level of theory.

In this letter, we present progress toward this goal of a fully ab initio PPC Hamiltonian using recent developments in linear-scaling density functional theory (DFT), as implemented in the ONETEP code, for the computation of excited states. ONETEP combines high basis set accuracy, comparable to that of plane-wave DFT methods, with a computational cost that scales linearly with the number of atoms, which allows for an accurate, fully quantum mechanical description of systems of thousands of atoms, 36 including entire proteins. 37-40 ONETEP describes the single-particle density matrix of a system in terms of in situ optimized local orbitals, referred to as nonorthogonal generalized Wannier functions (NGWFs). 41 These NGWFs are themselves described in terms of a systematic underlying basis, 42 and their form is optimized to describe the local environment of each atom, enabling the method to exhibit systematically convergeable accuracy, equivalent to plane-wave methods. 43 However, local orbitals optimized to describe the occupied part of the density matrix (the valence states) are often poor at describing the unoccupied states of a system. Therefore, Ratcliff et al. 44,45 have recently developed a method whereby a second independent set of so-called “conduction” NGWFs are used to represent a density matrix corresponding to the low-energy unoccupied states. These conduction NGWFs are more delocalized than the valence NGWFs and are ideal for the description of the low-lying unoccupied states of experimental interest, such as those required for calculating optical absorption spectra. By employing Fermi’s golden rule in the combined basis, local optical transition energies and densities may be obtained at linear-scaling computational cost.

Under natural illumination conditions and the typical (low) fluences used in optical experiments, only the single-excitation manifold of states needs to be considered to understand linear optical features and energy-transfer dynamics. The excitonic Hamiltonian describing this is given by:

\[
H = \sum_i \varepsilon_i |i\rangle\langle i| + \sum_{i\neq j} J_{ij} |i\rangle\langle j|
\]

where \(\varepsilon_i\) is the site energy of the \(i\)th BChla of the monomer and \(J_{ij}\) is the coherent transfer matrix element between the \(i\)th (unexcited) and \(j\)th (singly excited) BChlas. We have employed a conceptually straightforward approach to computing parameters of the FMO Hamiltonian, allowing us to estimate site energies and Coulombic couplings from just seven DFT calculations, one centered on each BChla site. Each calculation includes the pigment of interest and all protein residues, BChla pigments, and water molecules that lie within 15 Å (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Exemplar 1944-atom cluster used for full QM calculations. The pigment of interest, BChla 4, is shown in pink, with BChlas 3, 5, and 7 in gray and the protein environment in green. The system is embedded in a dielectric medium. Also shown is the BChla 4 transition density as a red/blue isosurface.

The resulting systems range from around 1600 to 2200 atoms, and the largest system studied comprises 6 BChla pigments, 92 protein residues, and 25 water molecules. As discussed in Lever et al., 46 large-scale DFT calculations of biomolecular clusters should be performed in a dielectric medium to facilitate electronic structure optimization. Hence, we have employed an implicit solvent model 32 with a dielectric constant of 20, which is expected to be a reasonable approximation to the low-temperature dielectric behavior of the solvent used in optical experiments. 16 Importantly, Figure S1 in the Supporting Information shows that the site energies of BChlas 1 and 4 are converged to better than 8 cm\(^{-1}\) with respect to the number of atoms included in the simulation. Figure S2 in the Supporting Information reveals that the site energy of BChla 4 varies by \(<15\text{ cm}^{-1}\) as the dielectric constant of the implicit solvent model is varied in the range 10–80. Together, these results show that at large distances the implicit solvent model is a reasonable approximation to the protein/solvent environment of the pigment.

We have employed the methodology of Ratcliff et al. 44 to optimize localized orbitals describing both occupied and
unoccupied states. Site energies and optical matrix elements of the pigment of interest were obtained by projecting out the contributions of NGWFs of all atoms of the BChla pigment. Figure 2a shows that the resulting site energies (ε_i) are in good agreement with widely used site energies that have been fit to reproduce experimental spectra.30,31 In particular, there is a root-mean-square deviation of just 47 cm⁻¹ between our calculated (relative) site energies and those fit to absorption and linear and circular dichroism spectra and their derivatives.31 Considering the very different approaches employed — one fully QM based on the crystal structure and one fit to experiment with calculated excitonic couplings as input parameters — the agreement is very promising. The identification of BChla 3 as the lowest energy pigment is encouraging given that it appears to be the closest pigment to the reaction center in vivo and is, hence, the most likely candidate for the exit pigment through which excitons leave the complex.2,28 The main discrepancies between ONETEP and the previous study31 are in the site energies of BChlas 4 and 7, the implications of which we will return to later.

Part of the benefit of structure-based computational optical spectroscopy is the opportunity to break down contributions to the pigment site energies to determine the microscopic mechanisms by which the protein is able to funnel exciton energy. Indeed, recent studies have found strong influences from the backbones of two α-helices (labeled α5 and α6) on BChlas 3 and 4 and also that hydrogen bond donors to BChla red shift the site energies by up to ~130 cm⁻¹.16,31 We have examined the effects of the residues Tyr 15 and Tyr 345 on the site energies of BChlas 3 and 4, respectively, by mutating the selected residues to alanine and repeating the DFT calculations (Table S1 in the Supporting Information). The hydrogen bond donating Tyr is found to red shift the site energies of the two pigments, by 120 and 129 cm⁻¹, respectively, in good agreement with previous work.16 Removal of the backbone atoms of helices α5 and α6 is not possible without creating a large number of dangling bonds. Instead, we have computed the effects of replacing the entire helices by a uniform dielectric (Methods in the Supporting Information) on the site energies of BChlas 3 and 4. α5 red shifts BChlas 3 and 4 by 48 and 74 cm⁻¹, respectively, while α6 red shifts BChla 4 by 77 cm⁻¹ but has negligible effect on BChla 3.

In a system of pigments with no orbital overlap, excitation energy transfer is mediated by Coulombic coupling between the transition densities of the chromophores.38,49 We have computed the coupling integral between pigments i and j as:

$$J_{ij} = \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \int dr \, \phi_{ij}^{(1)}(r) \rho_{ij}^{(1)}(r)$$

where ρ_{ij}^{(1)}(r) is the single-particle transition density written in terms of the occupied (ψ_i) and unoccupied (ψ_j) Kohn–Sham states involved in the optical transition of pigment i.27,50

$$\rho_{ij}^{(1)}(r) = \psi_i^{(1)}(r) \psi_j^{(1)}(r)$$

and ψ_{ij}^{(1)}(r) is the Hartree potential due to the transition density of pigment i. We have computed the dipole moments of the transition densities of each of the seven BChla pigments (Table S3 in the Supporting Information). The magnitudes of the transition dipoles in the protein are site-dependent, ranging from 11.1 D (BChla 7) to 11.6 D (BChla 3). By computing the transition dipole moments using the same DFT methods in vacuum, we compute an average effective dipole strength enhancement (local field correction factor) of 3%, which is due to polarization of the transition density by the protein. So, although eq 2 explicitly includes site-specific polarization of the transition density by the protein environment, it does not include either the optical dielectric screening of the Hartree potential by the environment or the dielectric cavity shape of the BChla pigments, which are both commonly accounted for in excitonic couplings derived from solutions of the inhomogeneous Poisson equation.15 In the latter case, an optical dielectric constant of 2 has been shown to give a suitable description of PPC environments.51 A further correction to the computed excitonic couplings must be made here to account for the well-known overestimation of polarizability in DFT. Indeed, the average DFT transition dipole moment of the BChla pigments in vacuum (11.1 D) is a factor of 1.8 higher than the experimentally measured value (6.1 D).52 We have, therefore, included the homogenous dielectric constant ε as a phenomenological parameter in eq 2 and allowed it to vary. The best agreement of the optical absorption spectrum with experiment is obtained for ε = 4, and it can be shown that this value is in good agreement with the expected optical dielectric of PPCs when overestimation of the polarization, dielectric screening, and cavity shape are taken into account (Supporting Information). Indeed, Figure 2b shows that the correlation between the excitonic couplings computed with the ONETEP transition densities (ε = 4) and those from a previous work, computed using a point charge model in an inhomogeneous dielectric medium (ε = 2),15 is very good. The main discrepancies are in the couplings between pigment sites 1–2, 5–6, and, to a lesser extent, 3–4, 4–5, and 4–7. The full set of
FMO Hamiltonian parameters is shown in Table S2 in the Supporting Information.

From the ab initio PPC Hamiltonian, the linear absorption (LA) spectrum of the FMO complex monomer was computed using simple master equation techniques (Methods in the Supporting Information) and compared, in Figure 3, with the experimental spectrum of *P. aestuarii* at *T* = 77 K. The inhomogeneous disorder was implemented by averaging the spectra over realizations in which each site energy was individually drawn from an independent Gaussian distribution with a defined full width at half-maximum (fwhm) and a mean value equal to the ONETEP-derived site energy shown in Figure 2a. The dissipative background spectral density that determines the excited-state lifetimes and dephasing rates was held constant for each run and was, following the majority of the literature, assumed to be identical on each site. As can be seen, the agreement at low frequencies (covering the first two exciton transitions) is very good and relatively robust with respect to uniform inhomogeneous disorder with fwhm in the range of 40–120 cm⁻¹ (Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). These disorder strengths lie in the range typically assumed for FMO and similar PPCs. (Our best fit occurs at a fwhm of 120 cm⁻¹.) However, a significant difference from the experimental spectrum occurs at frequencies in the range of 12 360–12 500 cm⁻¹, with the simulated spectrum showing a larger absorption. An additional peak in the region of 12 580 cm⁻¹ is also apparent in the ONETEP spectrum but not in the experimental spectrum.

The higher absorption seen in the simulated spectrum in the region of 12 360–12 500 cm⁻¹ can be traced to the eigenvector structure of the ONETEP excitonic Hamiltonian’s stationary states (Figure 3, black sticks). The large peak arises from the contribution of exciton 4, which is a strongly delocalized state over sites 3–7 for the values of ε that we consider. The resulting transition dipole moment for this state is coherently enhanced, particularly through the vector addition of the dipoles of sites 4 and 6 (which have the largest weight in the superposition). This gives exciton 4 the largest dipole moment among the exciton transitions. The state itself can be seen to form due to the near degeneracy of the site energies of sites 5, 6, and 7 and the large coupling between sites 5 and 6 (108 cm⁻¹). This leads to lifting of the degeneracy and the formation of strongly delocalized states over these sites, one of which is shifted into near resonance with site 4 and mixes with it to form the large scale superposition that ultimately makes up exciton 4. The structure of this highly delocalized state makes it much more robust to independent site energy disorder, and its inhomogeneous broadening is much weaker than that of the other exciton states. (Disorder approaching the interaction energy scale (∼100 cm⁻¹) is required to significantly alter the state structure.) This combination of properties leads to the large contribution to the absorption spectrum from this state. A further test of the fitness of our ab initio Hamiltonian parameters and the structure of the excitonic states that we obtain is to compare the predicted linear dichroism (LD) and circular dichroism (CD) spectra to the experimental results (Methods in the Supporting Information). Figure 3 shows the comparison with experiment at 77 K for the same uniform disorder and environmental parameters used in the calculation of the LA spectrum. Again, the agreement at low energies, covering the first two transitions, is good for both LD and CD, but a large deviation is again apparent in the region 12 360–12 500 cm⁻¹. At the present, we do not know if this feature in our ONETEP spectra arises from inaccuracies in the site energies of sites 5–7 or the potential inadequacy of the Coulombic coupling calculation for these closely spaced sites.

Figure 4 shows exciton population dynamics obtained from the same master equation calculations for an excitation initially created on site 1 (thought to be one of the two main reception sites for excitons captured by the antenna complexes in green sulfur bacteria). Previous theoretical simulations with a range of other Hamiltonians and spectral functions have found that the relaxation toward the lowest energy exciton state takes place within ~5 ps, which is in agreement with the relaxation dynamics we obtain from our ab initio Hamiltonian. Moreover, the structure of our Hamiltonian makes the lowest energy exciton state strongly localized on site 3, facilitating the passage of this excitation energy to the next stage of the photosynthetic process (charge separation).

We have demonstrated progress toward an ab initio parametrization of PPC Hamiltonians for optical absorption spectra of large-scale biological systems using linear-scaling
density functional theory techniques. In ONETEP, separately optimizing valence and conduction state NGWFs in situ allows for a minimal number of atom-centered orbitals to be used while maintaining near-complete basis set accuracy for the computation of local optical transition energies. Starting only with the FMO atomic coordinates as input, we have extracted clusters centered on each of the BCHla pigments and calculated both their site energies and interpigment Coulombic coupling matrix elements, both of which are in broad agreement with previous data extracted from theory and experiment.\textsuperscript{15,30,31} It was demonstrated, for BCHlas 3 and 4, that pigment–protein hydrogen bonds red shift the site energies, in good agreement with previous studies.\textsuperscript{16,31}

We emphasize that by simulating the entire cluster of ~2000 atoms at the same level of quantum mechanical theory we remove the need to introduce classical point charges into our simulations, which in turn reduces errors in the description of the electrostatic environment of the pigments\textsuperscript{34} and allows for site-specific transition densities. In comparison with QM/MM simulations, there are no issues related to electron leakage, which may distort the calculated transition density. Indeed, recalculation of the site energies within ONETEP at the same level of theory, but representing the protein environment as a background of classical point charges,\textsuperscript{54} gives a root-mean-square error of 107 cm\textsuperscript{−1} in comparison with the full DFT results (Supporting Information).

Despite these important steps toward a fully ab initio PPC Hamiltonian, it has been necessary to include a number of assumptions and phenomenological parameters. It is well known that Kohn–Sham DFT in conjunction with the PBE exchange-correlation functional systematically underestimates the HOMO–LUMO gap and overestimates polarizabilities. We have uniformly shifted the calculated site energies to align the optical spectra with experiment and have included an effective dielectric in our calculation of the Coulombic couplings (eq 2) to compensate for these errors. We have neglected the effects of nuclear polarization within the explicitly modeled QM clusters on the calculated site energies, which is reasonable given the small expected reorganization energy associated with the Q transition in BCHla.\textsuperscript{16} Outside the QM clusters, we have approximated the electrostatic environment by an implicit solvent model with a dielectric constant of 20, which facilitates electronic structure convergence.\textsuperscript{30} The low-temperature dielectric behavior of the solvent and protein is open to debate, but we cannot rule out changes in relative site energies if smaller dielectric constants are used to represent the protein, as is common in methods employing classical point charges.\textsuperscript{16,27} Future studies into the effects of environment-dependent dielectric constants or explicitly representing the entire FMO monomer with DFT would resolve this question. Although the PPC structures used here have been obtained from a high-resolution X-ray crystal structure,\textsuperscript{7} further tuning of the relative site energies by full ab initio optimization of the extracted clusters cannot be ruled out and should be the focus of future development efforts. We have employed Fermi’s golden rule to compute local optical transition energies, which will remain valid as long as the population of the initial state is not strongly depleted by scattering, as would be the case in a realistic biological environment. Nevertheless, improvements in accuracy are expected when considering a time-dependent (TD) Hamiltonian, and recent advances in linear-scaling TD-DFT will allow further development in this respect.\textsuperscript{55} Finally, the absorption linewidths of the calculated spectra are sensitive to the frequency structure of the spectral function and especially to its form near zero frequency (which determines the effective pure dephasing rate).\textsuperscript{21} We hope that providing methods to derive an accurate ab initio excitonic Hamiltonian will facilitate increasingly rigorous first-principles or experimental determination of the real spectral functions, which are essential for investigating quantum dynamics in these light-harvesting complexes.

### COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Calculations were based on the \textit{h}olo (8 BCHla per monomer) form of the trimeric 1.3 Å X-ray crystal structure of Porphyromonas aeruginosa (PDB: 3EOJ).\textsuperscript{7} DFT calculations were performed with the ONETEP code, using the PBE exchange-correlation functional. We have used a smeared ion representation under open-boundary conditions with a relative dielectric of 20.\textsuperscript{47,56} Optical spectra were calculated from Fermi’s golden rule in a joint valence and conduction basis.\textsuperscript{44} Note that the current method of conduction NGWF optimization is suitable only for describing unoccupied states that are localized on the system and do not hybridize significantly with the continuum of higher-energy unbound states. However, these are the states of interest for most properties because transitions to the continuum of unbound states do not have large optical matrix elements and are thus, in general, optically dark. A convenient local decomposition of the density of states and optical spectrum can be obtained by harnessing the fact that the description of the electronic structure employs atom-centered local orbitals.\textsuperscript{57} A projector \( \sum_{\text{atom}} |\phi_{\alpha}\rangle\langle\phi_{\alpha}| \) can be inserted into the density of states expression and into one of the terms of the optical matrix element to project out the contributions from NGWFs \( \alpha \) of all of the atoms \( I \) of a particular group, in this case, a single BCHla molecule. The Hartree potential due to the transition density for the calculation of Coulombic couplings was calculated in a 90 Å cell (large enough to enclose all BCHla pigments and their transition densities) using a multigrid approach with open boundary conditions in vacuum.\textsuperscript{47} The coupling integral was evaluated on a grid with spacing 0.225 Bohr. Full details of the computational model, ONETEP parameters, and spectral calculations may be found in the Supporting Information.
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#### Supporting Information

Supporting methods, convergence of site energies (with system size, implicit solvent dielectric, and ONETEP parameters), effect of specific pigment–protein interactions on site energies, full PPC Hamiltonian parameters, effect of decreasing spectral
density disorder, discussion of the optical dielectric constant, and comparison between QM/MM and full QM site energies. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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